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INTRODUCTION
As our team arrived to our proposed site in Bay Park
two question were asked. What is it about this place that
draws us here? What could we add to this place to keep
us here? Our team has divided the areas into six bullet
points to examine both areas and choose one area to
further help our decision on a site. These categories are
transportation/ cars, walkability, places, power of ten,
door knob census, and discover in the first thirty feet.

Bay Park Courtesy of Google Maps.

Scale: 2000’

Our official chosen site to examine is Bay Park in the
surrounding neighborhood along Morena Boulevard
and near the district center. About the area according
to the San Diego Historical Center began in 1542 the
area was known as a tidal marsh or “False Bay” by Juan
Rodriguez Cabrillo. In 1877 the city of San Diego erected
dam that straightened the river channel, that no longer
drains into the ocean through Mission Bay. Mission Bay
has been developed into a man-made recreational water
park during the 1940s, through the 1960s. Bay Park was
transferred to the City of San Diego from county with
several restrictions that were adopted into San Diego
City Charter. Some of these restrictions set limits on
commercial development and limiting the water area
for private use. This makes Mission Bay Park available
for more public recreational use. The Interstate 5, and
Amtrak flows through the area separating the residence
in Bay Park from Mission Bay. This makes Mission Bay
largely available by car and not for Pedestrians due to
only three freeway overpasses to get to the bay.
Bay Park is a beautiful quiet neighborhood that has a
great natural resource in Mission Bay. Even though Bay
Park is close to Mission Bay, when visiting this area it feels
disconnected and not utilized. Through our conversations
with people that live in Bay Park they almost seem
oblivious to this fact, one person interviewed said “It is
easy to get to the Bay all you have to do is walk about
a mile to the bridge and then another half a mile and
you will be there.” After conversing with this person and
proposing a couple ideas for a more walkable and friendly
paths to the Bay they were interested. Conversing with
many of the Bay Park natives we discussed many of our
ideas with a gondola, tunneling and bridges. Surprisingly
they were very welcoming of a gondola system even
though they have been fighting a height limit with the
subway system they have been planning to start building
in the near future. The people around this community
understand that the gondola will attract people from
different areas and will provide a new interesting way of
travel to other destinations.
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BAY PARK
What is it about this place that draws us here?
Bay Park is calm and peaceful neighborhood, a close net
community that gives a sense of safety, local restaurants
within walking distance of business areas. Also this area
possess a welcoming atmosphere in a semi-private area.
What could we add to this place to keep us here?
There is a lack of walkable access to Mission Bay even
though is less than a quarter of a mile away. The railroad
tracks and the freeway make it harder to gain access to
without using a car. The proposal of the trolley going right
through the area will be very beneficial because it will
create a great connection between Downtown, Mission
Bay and Bay Park.

The streets are calm are not heavily traveled, so walking in the middle of the
street is comfortable.

Walkability/ First 30 feet
The walkability in Bay Park is accessible, even though
some of the streets don’t have sidewalks. A majority of
the streets are secondary streets, so you are able to walk
right in the middle of the street without having many cars
to worry about. The general feeling of the place is secure and not pressured to stay on the sidewalk, most of
the houses had their car parked on the street and almost
none of the homes had any physical barriers between the
street/sidewalk and the front door.
The noise from the freeway is not as loud as it may first
appear. Reason being that the trees and the considerable distance from the freeway and Morena Blvd is not a
very busy street. The entrance to the businesses as well
as business parking are within the first half of the first
block along the Moreno Blvd. This leaves a big area of
residences without the high traffic and that the businesses attract. The majority of the area is formed by small
blocks where the houses have decent size sidewalk that
makes it very inviting to explore without obstacles blocking the path of travel.
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The distance and the trees make a viable buffering area whereas the noise
towards the neighborhood is reduced.

Transportation
•

Time between Downtown and Bay Park is about 45
min using public transportation.

•

Car access is quicker, arrival time is about 15 min
from downtown, using Interstate 5.

•

Bicycling through the area is safe due to the lack
of heavy traffic, even though there are no bicycle
lanes.

Places/ 10+ rule

The entrance to the front door is inviting from the street and sidewalk providing a sense of security.

Power of Ten is used to evaluate place-making at multiple
city scales. This brings attention to the human experience
when building a cities destinations and districts that has
immediate and wide spread impacts.
Regional Scale
•

Downtown

•

North Park

•

Hillcrest

A view of the four bus stops on our team’s journey.
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•

Balboa Park

•

Mission Bay

•

Convention Center

•

Barrio Logan

•

UCSD

•

Mesa College

•

Cowels Mountain

Destination
•

Pacifica Park

•

Sea World

•

Fiesta Island

•

Torrey Pines Glider Port

•

Qualcomm Stadium

•

Broadway Pier

•

Liberty Station

•

Old Town

•

Gas Lamp Corridor

•

Mission Valley

The size of the are not too big for the amount of pedestrian traffic on secondary streets. These are comfortable for one person to walk through the
neighborhood.

Places (Things to Do)
•

Bay Park Fish Restaurant

•

Sushi Restaurant

•

Offshore Tavern and Grill

•

Orthodox Church

•

Elementary School

•

Tecolote Canyon Natural Park

•

Seisels meats

•

Bay Park Coffee

•

Silver Spigot Cocktail Lounge

•

High Dive Bar and Grill
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The sidewalks are inconsistent through out the neighborhood, but the comfortability of walking in street makes up for the missing sidewalks.

GONDOLA PROPOSAL
The idea of implementing an aerial cable way (Skyway)
as a mode of urban mobility for San Diego region is an
interesting proposal that could change the way many
citizens move around the city daily. The success of this
type of system as a high-capacity transit mode can be
seen in other cities around the globe such as Medellin,
Rio de Janeiro, and La Paz.
The project is constructing an approximately 2-mile
Skyway in the 6th Avenue corridor from the Gaslamp
Quarter in Downtown San Diego to Balboa Park. The
investigated alignment includes four stations. Two are
end stations and two intermediate stations that travels
from the Gaslamp Quarter to a Terminus in Balboa Park.
In this corridor the Skyway offers many advantages over
other urban transit modes, such as trolley or bus. Aerial
cable ways are particularly well suited to overcoming
obstacles in the built environment, such as railway
lines, freeways, water bodies, or significant changes in
topography in canyons and valleys.
The initial capacity will be able to serve 2,000 passengers
per hour. However, it should be noted that the cable
way systems has the potential of serving 4,000 to 5,000

passengers per hour. This capacity is competitive with
high-capacity bus service. It is anticipated that the
travel time from end to end of the proposed Park to Bay
connection would be less than 12 minutes, and with four
station locations, would have the ability to serve a diverse
mix of both local commuters and tourists.
The small footprint of the stations and the support towers
with possible dimensions of 5-foot by 5-foot base and
upward to approximately 85 feet tall. This would allow
the major infrastructure elements of the cable way to be
placed within the existing public street with minimal or no
loss of on-street parking.
Depending on fare pricing, this level of ridership for
example 3,000 to 4,000 a day could generate annual
revenues from $1.9 million to $4.9 million. The electrical
system supporting the cable way would have a low energy
demand, of 1.8 million kilowatts per year. By providing an
alternative mode of transportation for commuter trips, the
Skyway could cause a mode shift away from automobile
trips, which would result in a reduction in GHG emissions,
thus supporting the regional efforts to reduce overall
carbon output.

this is a sample proposal of the Gondola lift in San Diego from the Convention Center to Balboa Park. Then further advancing this towards the team
proposal.

San Diego Bay to Balboa Park
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ABOUT THE GONDOLA
History
The first passenger gondola arriving in the 1930’s with the
technology remaining on mountains. Cable was first seen
in cities in the form of cable cars such as San Francisco
using funiculars, but was quickly made obsolete by
electrically powered streetcars. Recently making its way
to the urban market as public transportation. There has
been a lack of available information to change the cable/
gondola technology as an alternative mode transportation.
Also the cable has urban cable occurred in the form of
aerial cable in New York, USA and Medellín, Colombia.
The number of urban cable systems has increased rapidly
around the world using the gondola cable systems.
Gondola as Public Transportation
Using gondolas as public transportation at present seems
awkward, but technology allows for its advancement in
public use. Transit station or routes would make better
sense of place where such as the bus and rail would not
make a sense of place. The gondola project is a resource
for the Cable Propelled Transit (CPT), which does not
replace the cities existing transportation system with the
gondola system. The goal is to help inform the public

(Top) A sample of the loading stations that could possibly look like using universal access. The eight to eighty rule applies here with accessible surfaces
and an employee to help with people who need assistance. This allows for a
more close knit community.

(Bottom) The see transparent structure of the air rail will not obstruct views
and give a 360 degree view for passengers. The bottom will be frosted for
passenger comfortability.
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about the full potential capabilities of the CPT technology.
While identifying and correcting any misconception about
the technology of the gondola.
Safety of Cable Propelled Transit (CPT)
According to CUP (Creative Urban Project) CPT is one of
the world’s safest modes of transportation. Chances of a
person experiencing a serious or fatal injury while riding
a cable lift is less than skiing. The industry engineers
create each system to a high level degree of safety with
multiple redundancies and egress options. For example,
in the United States, there has not been a lift-related
fatality at a ski area since 1993. When an accident does
occur the degree of media coverage can inadvertently
cause the failure of the technology’s that proves safer
than other modes of transportation.
Gondolas in Urban Areas
Presently as we look for new modes of transportation
the gondola system was specifically used to reach
topographically constrained areas. Using the full
capabilities of volume such as 25 ft into the air contains
no air traffic. An example, is the Parque das Nações
gondola in Lisbon, Portugal where it provides efficient
(Top) The gondola system attached with the arm extension continues the
design sophistication and clean aesthetic.
(Bottom) Instead of a large infrastructure in the center of major street a
thin arcing stabilizing system will leave views unobstructed and provides
elegance in the community.
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access between to large exposition areas of 1998.
According to the Libson gondola trans system the time it
takes to reach the national park and the expo areas is a
20 minute drive on the ground with traffic or 30 minutes
ride in the gondola with fantastic views of the city away
from the traffic below.
Capacity and Speed
The consistent evolution of CPT technology is improving
the gondola system for public transportation. For
example the system in Medellin, Colombia and Caracas,
Venezuela are designed to carry 3000 pphpd (persons
per hour per direction). When comparing the average
speed of the systems would be to compare the existing
transportations systems and rank them with the gondola.
Streetcars and buses for example, are built to travel an
average greater than 100km/h. However, considerations
of other contributing factors such as traffic, boarding
times, intersection lengths, and signal timings become
slower. For example streetcars in Toronto have average
speeds of 13km/h. CPT systems in Medellín for example,
have average operating speed of 16km/h and with newer
CPT technology are capable of higher average speeds.

Malfunctions
All CPT systems are built with additional back-up diesel
engines. In a rare event of a complete gondola failure
emergency procedures would be in place with trained
crews assisting in the safe and orderly evacuation of all
passengers.
Installation and Costs
There are several manufactures in the world but the
two largest companies are Doppelmayr and Leitner
both containing multiple locations around the world. The
time it takes to install a gondola system depends on the
scope of the project, but most can take up to a year. In
costs is similar to other public transit technology, and the
CPT system is dependent on numerous factors. A CPT
system’s cost is generally competitive to other market
costs in transportation and can be built at a fraction of the
cost of a similar rapid transit system.

In this image the design of the gondola system brings all the elements together for a complete design built environment.
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PLANNING TO STAY
Planning to Stay by Morrish and Brown helped identify
the area and bring solutions towards the challenges faced
with Bay Park. Identifying the location, scale, mix, time,
and movement allowed the challenges to be overcome
within the close- knit community.
The location of this area is perfect for a gondola system
with 360 degree views of the bay and park areas. Bay Park
has also proposed changing Morena Blvd. to a boardwalk
with shops, bars and restaurants will accommodate the
gondola system.
Bay Parks scale is at the human scale that makes walking
in this area easy for visitors to navigate without becoming
tired from walking. This is a visual measurement that can
be repetitive patterns where perceptions are expressed.
The mix in this area is comfortable with a few of bars,
restaurants and convenient stores, but predominantly
Bay Park is residential neighborhood. Our proposal
will bring more income into Bay Park so they can gain
recognition and become a better mix of residential and
retail. Also Bay Park is predominantly a Caucasian
community, therefore our proposal will allow more of a
cultural mix within this area.
Time in this area is how the communities physical
structures withstand the day and night routines. This
is an important element in dates of seasons that affect
these routines, especially in recreational activities the
area supports. This area has the elements of past
experiences that are layered in time that increases the
history, experience, memories, traditions culture, places
and structures, and connections. California being diverse
in seasons San Diego is has more of a constancy
in temperature that allows for additional recreational
activities.
The gondola and paths to and from will make movement
in this area much more enjoyable while not producing
more noise or other inconveniences that come with
transportation. The gondola will have nine other stops
that will be in desirable locations to visit and enjoy. This
will not just make it easier for Bay Park residents to transit
to these other places but will bring those residents from
the other areas to enjoy Bay Park.
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KEVIN LYNCH
Paths
Paths are predominate elemetnts that people rely to
connect their surroundings within and beyond the region.
There is a growing curiosity of where the paths such as,
streets, sidewalks, trails, boardwalks, and etc. In Bay Park
open paths inside the neighborhood allow easy access to
commercial areas, but there are hindering paths leading to
to Mission Bay. Crossing over to the bay just under a quater
mile away requires longer travel travel distance on Morena
Blvd and crossing a dangerous auto oriented bridge.
Edges
Edges are linear elements that define boundries that
are not considered as paths. Also, they act as lateral
references , which are not always visually prominant, but
continueous in form and impenitrable to cross movement
At Bay Park Balboa Ave. and Interstate 8 define the
Northern and Souther Boundries of the area. The Canyon
and Interstate 5 simotaniously the Coaster tracks and the
retaining wall along Morena Blvd define the Eastern and
Western edges of the area. These areas are out of human
scale when defining open spaces. Also the connection to
Mission Bay is lost due to the size of the edge, and lack of
cross connections.
Districts
Districts are relativley large city areas in which the observer
can vission themselves in the area with common character.
These can be based on demographics, hills and valleys,
narrow streets scapes, and buildings. In Bay Park the
whole area is defined as one district. Further defining this
district there is the center area with the comercial spaces
with alleys and street scapes that define a boundries
between commercial and residential areas.
Nodes
Nodes is concentration or junction of activities, that range
from small to largelarge squares. This can be transportation
spaces or spaces with a level of meaning. Bay Park has
the commercial area where the streets come to a focal
point creating a junction. This allows for people to meet in
a popular area.
Landmarks
Landmarks are points of reference that are considered
external that vary widley in scale. Often these are easitly
identifyable and significant with some level of prominace of
spatial location. Locations near Bay Park are Sea World,
Mission Bay Park, Fiesta Island, and Tecolote Canyon
Park.
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JANE JACOBS
Cities as Ecosystems

“The cities change in response to how
people interact with them.”
-Jane Jacobs
Jacobs approached cities as living beings and
ecosystems, that over time, buildings, streets and
neighborhoods function as dynamic organisms changing
in response to how people interact with them. Also,
Jacobs explains how each element of a city such as
sidewalks, parks, neighborhoods, government, and
economy functions together synergistic ally, in the same
manner as the natural ecosystem. This understanding
helps us discern how cities work, break down, and could
be better structured. As the Bay Park commercial zone
is becoming more popular thus, according to Jacobs that
zone will start expanding to accommodate the needs of
the people.
Mixed-Use Development
Jacobs advocated for “mixed-use” urban development
and the integration of different building types and uses,
which are either residential or commercial, vintage
or modern. The idea that cities depend on a diversity
of buildings, residences, businesses and other nonresidential uses, creates a diversity of different age
groups using spaces at different times of day. She also
saw cities as being “organic, spontaneous, and untidy,”
and views the intermingling of city uses and users as
crucial to economic and urban development. The Bay
Park community has a stable amount of residential and
commercial areas, as well as government buildings and
parks. This allows a feeling of community that we may
not get from other neighborhoods.
Bottom-Up Community Planning

“Local expertise is better suited to
guiding community development.”
-Jane Jacobs
Jacobs contested the traditional planning approach that
relies on the judgment of outside experts, proposing that
local expertise is better suited to guiding community
development. She based her writing on empirical
experience and observation, noting how the prescribed
government policies for planning and development are
usually inconsistent with the real-life functioning of city
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neighborhoods. When in Bay Park there is a realization
that the growth has been more organic due to the way
the houses and business relate to one another. The
people see what they need and build it, developing local
economies.
Case for Higher Density
Orthodox planning theory had blamed on high density
for crime, filth, and a host of other problems, but Jacobs
disproved these assumptions and demonstrated how a
high concentration of people is vital for city life, economic
growth, and prosperity. While acknowledging that
density alone does not produce healthy communities,
she illustrated through concrete examples how higher
densities yield a critical mass of people that is capable
of supporting more vibrant communities. In exposing
the difference between high density and overcrowding,
Jacobs dispelled many myths about high concentrations
of people. Bay Park has a higher concentration of people,
therefore, there are more people who are willing to look
after their community and promoting healthy places, and
the goal is to have a prospering community.

FIVE C’S
Complete
This area was more distinct in its layout with many living
spaces, surrounding places to work, eat and converse.
The walkability of this area will give a boundary for visitors
to transit from the gondola so they can maneuver easily
and comfortably without getting disoriented.
Compact

this area the streets were open and not much traffic. So
if you owned a bike or just wanted to walk to a restaurant
you could do so in a safe atmosphere. For lingering and
hanging out our team had a great experience at a local
restaurant were we enjoyed great food and were able to
take in the atmosphere. Also while walking around the
lack of traffic made it easy to navigate, stop and talk, and
take in our surroundings.

The gondola will connect this area with nine other of
the most happening places in Southern California.
Commuting and bringing in visitors will be easy with
this new attraction and will make commuting not an
annoyance but an adventure for young and old to explore.
Also through tunneling connections to the gondola it will
Another mode of transportation such as the gondola connect the community to the Bay.
system will cut down on the emphasis that the main mode
of transportation is the car. This will give the community Complex
a chance to utilize areas that were strictly meant for the The areas land resources were used a lot for residential
automobile for other purposes, such as meeting places, until we got closer to the main highways were stores
retail stores, and natural areas for residents to enjoy.
and restaurants took over. This was understandable but
Bay Park had more natural land but was being overran
by public transportation and the two major highways.
In the 9-18 blocks there were residential housing with
quiet public streets, restaurants, retail stores, and car
dealerships.

they need to implement more of community areas where
people can enjoy nature and converse with each other.
Also connected mostly by car but if a local that lives in Cross streets were quiet and large but there was no main
street for local’s just mostly commercial buildings by the
highways.
Connected

A gondola system will bring a meeting area for the
community to converse while traveling. The feel of the
area will change in a way that brings more diversity to the
area. This will produce more eclectic stores and locations
for people to converse and have fun.
Convivial
People here were very friendly but this place was thriving
in the gathering aspect. It was Friday midafternoon and in
the restaurant we were at there was probably 40 people
from ages anywhere from 6-45. Also the residential
homes all had front porches backyards and other places
where they could socially connect.
The gondola system will produce an atmosphere that will
fit in great with the community, it will bring even more
business to create even greater gathering points. Also
with future plans that Bay Park are proposing the gondola
will create a system that can provide enough diversity
and liveliness for Bay Park to thrive.
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GONDOLA STATIONS
North Park
One of the top ten trendiest neighborhoods in America
with a lively bar and restaurant scene. This area attracts
a diverse group of people from young to old.
University/ 30th is one of the busiest streets in north park
by putting in the Gondola stop here will place travelers
in the most popular spot. This location will be the most
difficult to construct but with slim raised design it shouldn’t
impede traffic. Implementing the gondola system will

New Stations

bring a new dimension for travelers to transit safely and
directly in the middle of this happening area without
fighting for a parking spot.
Hillcrest
The gay district has an enormous amount of restaurants,
bars and clubs. Hillcrest is one of the liveliest
neighborhoods in San Diego from great night life activities
to holding the Gay Pride Parade, farmers market every
Sunday, and many other events. Normal Street is the

MESA COLLEGE

MISSION BAY

MISSION VALLEY
EAST
SEAWORLD

OLD TOWN
HILLCREST

NORTH PARK

BALBOA PARK
IVY STREET
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widest street in Hillcrest that will be able to create a safe
exiting area off of the gondola, located directly in the
center of the neighborhood for easy walkability. Hillcrest
will benefit from the gondola by not just letting visitors
come and enjoy their wonderful neighborhood but will
give people a taste of what an open thinking city has to
offer.

town. This area is lively with great Mexican restaurants
and bars. This area is also a main attraction for tourists
to see. Old town Transit center is an open area that will
provide a perfect setting for a stop that will place riders in
the heart of Old Town. A gondola system will be a tourist
attraction as well in this area and will bring more business
for events and restaurants held at this location.

Sea World

Gas Lamp Corridor

A place to have a family outing or to go by yourself Sea
World offers you a glimpse into sea life that you may
never be able to see firsthand. From great attractions like
Shamu, dolphin shows, and great exhibits. The huge
Parking lot of Sea World will give plenty of room for the
docking station. With Sea World not as popular after the
documentary Blackfish the park will have a direct line
of transportation with the gondola for them to generate
more income.

A well-known party spot for young hip San Diegans with
a full street of bars and night clubs. A gondola stop in the
parking lot of between 8th and 7th on E street will give a
short walk to the heart of the Gas Lamp District while not
impeding with traffic. Injecting a gondola in this location
will bring a new dynamic to the crowded automobile
congested streets, by giving a new safe way of travel to
bring in an even greater diversity of people.

Balboa Park
One of the most beautiful areas in the city with the very
popular San Diego Zoo located inside with many other
museums. The Gondola will give passengers a view of
the park few have ever seen. The park will generate
greater foot traffic that will lead to greater ticket sales for
museums and the zoo. Also with parking issues this will
give visitors another mode of transportation to the park.
Mesa College
Mesa College is a popular College in San Diego located
around other community Colleges. Placing the gondola
stop in the north side parking lot will provide easy safe
access for students and teachers to transit and provide a
new attraction for the school.Inserting a gondola system
will bring an easy inexpensive mode of travel for students
and faculty to travel to and from school and to some of
the most popular destinations in San Diego.
Mission Valley East

B Street
Amid point stop in the city for people transiting. B Street
and 6th Avenue which has a lot of mixed used buildings
and you are able to walk to the popular South Park. A
gondola stop here will be great new way for people to
transit and create more business for this area.
Bay Park
A neighborhood on the verge of becoming great.
Integrating a gondola system is the piece that Bay Park
is missing this will bring the diversity and foot traffic that
they are looking for. The stop for this transit system will
be located in between the train tracks and the I5 in the
middle of Ashton and Napier Street. This will designate
the location to grow the town square they have been
wanting in popularity. Placing this mode of transportation
here will bring a way that will be easy to transit to other
happening areas without fighting the traffic. Businesses
will flock to this area such as gastro pubs and popular
restaurants to reap the rewards of a great amount of foot
traffic and stunning views.

A variety of shopping can be performed in this area These ten stops will bring together an already vibrant city
with a multitude of retail stores and Mission Valley Mall. of San Diego.
Parking by Mission Valley Train Station is the location
that is located directly across from Mission Valley mall
and about a 2 min walk to the train. The Gondola will
bring more business to the retail stores and with the stop
being near to the train station it will be easier for football
fans to transit to the games.
Old Town
A fun area that reminds you of a old Hispanic rooted
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CONCLUSION
The challenges facing this project is finding an installation
that would connect this area to the rest of downtown. With
a vast array of transportation in this area already it was
difficult coming up with a mode of transportation that does
not contribute to congestion and noise pollution. Mission
Bay as one of the most prized natural resources in San
Diego, connecting Bay Park was our first priority but to
not connect the rest of San Diego it would be a disservice
to the residents surrounding this area. The site location
is an ideal location for views and connectivity between
Mission and Bay Park. The gondola fills these needs of
the community and is designed to connect the chosen
points within San Diego. Utilizing the various articles and
ULI documents such as Kevin Lynch, Jane Jacobs, 5 C’s,
and Planning to Stay, provide a cohesive understanding
to develop the area.
Our proposal considered many major theories used for
this intervention to create a complete, thoughtful plan
for the existing vibrant community. Our design goal was
to create a clean, simple look that would not obstruct
the views of the community towards Mission Bay. The
gondola system introduces a mode of transportation to
further connect a more diverse group of individuals to
this area. The tunnel to reach the Bay Park community
connects to the gondola, other modes of transportation,
and to the rest of the San Diego community.
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Conclusion
The challenges facing this project is finding an installation that would connect this area to the
rest of downtown. With a vast array of transportation in this area already it was difficult coming
up with a mode of transportation that does not contribute to congestion and noise pollution.
Mission Bay as one of the most prized natural resources in San Diego, connecting Bay Park was
our first priority but to not connect the rest of San Diego it would be a disservice to the
residents surrounding this area. The site location is an ideal location for views and connectivity
between Mission and Bay Park. The gondola fills these needs of the community and is
designed to connect the chosen points within San Diego. Utilizing the various articles and ULI
documents such as Kevin Lynch, Jane Jacobs, 5 C’s, and Planning to Stay, provide a cohesive
understanding to develop the area.
Our proposal considered many major theories used for this intervention to create a complete,
thoughtful plan for the existing vibrant community. Our design goal was to create a clean,
simple look that would not obstruct the views of the community towards Mission Bay. The
gondola system introduces a mode of transportation to further connect a more diverse group
of individuals to this area. The tunnel to reach the Bay Park community connects to the
gondola, other modes of transportation, and to the rest of the San Diego community.
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